At FIBO, C + P is showing how to convert lockers into real assets
Designing future-proof changing rooms with integrated solution concepts from C + P
Economic and intelligent lockers. Flexible storage space for individual user behavior.
Create the right atmosphere inside and outside the changing room. Feeling good, from
start to end. Everything that operators of fitness, wellness, and health facilities need to
achieve this is offered from a single source at C + P Möbelsysteme GmbH & Co. KG.
Under the motto “100% Form Meets 100% Function,” the experts for steel lockers will be
presenting future-proof quality products in an appealing design at hall 8, stand D46, that
can be integrated into any ambience and also guarantee users optimal ease of use.
Trade show highlight: C + P SmartLocker—your gateway to a magically efficient time
This year’s trade show highlight combines efficiency, security, reliability, versatility, and
comfort—as an answer to digitization and altered consumer behavior. With its new
SmartLocker solutions for indoors and outdoors, C + P is showing its visitors how
business operations can be made smarter and more efficient. Lockers that are no longer
passive storage locations and are instead real assets in fitness, wellness, and health
facilities. To save time, space, and money. In doing so, C + P remains true to its
principles and offers everything from one source—an intelligent locker system with the
matching software and technical support.
Custom changing room solutions—from traditional lockers to high-end
Moreover, the professional audience at the trade show stand can get an idea of what
storage space solutions the steel locker experts have in their portfolio. As one of the
largest industrial manufacturers in this segment, C + P offers a large selection of lockers
for different needs and application areas and realizes individual customer requests. From
traditional lockers for basic requirements to high-end storage space solutions—it’s all
possible.
Healthy interior greening with green walls
Health-conscious and active people aim to bring their body and mind into harmony. To
do this successfully, it is important for the fitness and wellness facilities to have the right
ambience. At the trade show stand, C + P will show how the right greening not only
promotes the well-being in a space, but also enhances people’s motivation. Green walls
from the Climate Office product range are therefore suitable as the perfect complement
to furnishings in the lobby, the workout areas, the relaxation areas, and even the
changing rooms.
Whole spatial concepts or individual furniture—C + P is an expert with many years of
experience
The CHRISTMANN + PFEIFER Group has been developing and producing a wide range of
furniture and storage solutions for various industries and users since 1925. With nearly
one hundred years of experience in furnishings with steel combined with continuous
progress, C + P is a skilled and unique partner in interior design. As the market-leading
furnishing producer for changing room and locker solutions, C + P is an absolute
professional in this sector. The extensive product portfolio also includes solutions for
offices, archiving, greening, and climate control as well as warehouse and workshop
equipment. C + P is a full-service provider and accompanies its customers from the initial
planning to the delivery and assembly to the after-sales service, always ensuring a
smooth process.
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